
Materials List & Instructions

TOOLS

Cutting Machine (recommended)
Low-Temp Hot Glue Gun
Scissors
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat (if cutting by hand)
Curling Tool 

MATERIALS

Text Weight Paper - Paper-Papers Curious Metallic “Botanic”, Pop-Tone “Gum  
 drop Green”, “Sour Apple”, and “Banana Split”
Art Markers - Copic Ciao “Pea Green” (YG63) and “Pine Tree Green“ (G29)
Colored Pencils -  Prismacolor “Chartreuse”
Green Paper Covered Floral Wire - Decora 24 gauge
12” Wooden Embroidery Hoop

Paper Monstera Leaf Wreath

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut and score leaves out of various green paper - our wreath has 9 monstera   
 leaves (”Botanic“ & “Gumdrop Green”), 5 palm fronds (”Botanic“, “Gumdrop   
 Green”, & “Sour Apple”), and 7 anthurium leaves (“Sour Apple” & “Banana   
 Split”).

3. Fold the monstera leaves in half along score line. Shade details with the green  
 art markers, going from the middle outward, and from the edges of the leaf   
 inward. Let leaves dry.

4. Draw veins with a chartreuse colored pencil.

5. Curl the leaf outward from the center fold slightly.

6. Shade the palm fronds down the middle, and lines through the leaves.

7. Flip over and glue a length of 24 gauge floral wire to the back (for stability).

8. Curl the tips under.

9. Fold the anthurium leaf in half. Draw the veins on along the score lines with a  
 chartreuse colored pencil. Curl the edges under.

10. Glue the finished leaves onto the wooden embroidery hoop, moving in one   
 direction. We used just the outer piece of the hoop and made sure to cover   
 the screw part.
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INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)

11. Alternate leaf type and color for variety. You can even glue some smaller leaves  
 to the underside for more depth and bend the palm fronds slightly.

12.  Tie a bit of twine if needed on the back for hanging.


